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The geographic position is an important property of linguistic information in geolinguistics.
This paper proposes a Geographic Information System (GIS) based framework for linguistic
information management, consulting and analysis. Dialectal information is presented and consulted
mainly in graphical format, as maps in linguistic atlases. These atlases are periodically published for
each historical region of Romania, but each of them is prepared using different data structures and
codification methods. Maps are drawn as graphics without a real localization based on geographic
coordinates, which makes difficult further spatial analysis of the linguistic information. In the
proposed framework, linguistic information is an attribute of a geographic location benefiting from
the advantages of a GIS-based system. In this paper, the framework is briefly described and the data
models for geographical and linguistic information are detailed. The GIS-based framework allows
future developments as spatial analysis and statistics of linguistic data.
Keywords: geolinguistics, Geographic Information System, linguistic maps, database.

1. INTRODUCTION

In geolinguistics, the geographic position is an important property of linguistic
information, which makes possible not only its graphical representation as maps in
linguistic atlases [2] but also spatial analysis. The linguistic atlases are periodically
published by the Romanian Academy for seven historical regions of Romania:
Muntenia şi Dobrogea, Oltenia, Banat, Crişana, Maramureş, Transilvania and
Moldova şi Bucovina. Besides these regional linguistic atlases, the Romanian Academy
publishes also a Sinteza volume in which the spelling variations are presented for
the entire Romania area. Each of these volumes is prepared using different data
structures and codification methods. The main issue is represented by the large
number of symbols used in the phonetic transcription of the Romanian language.
Our knowledge is that, until now, only volumes III and IV of the Moldova şi Bucovina
atlas, volume III of the Crişana atlas and partially volumes IV and V of the Muntenia
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şi Dobrogea atlas are prepared using specialized software. It must be noticed that
for the Sinteza volume preparation, the maps are redesigned even if the same could
be automatically obtained by unifying the corresponding maps already included in
the regional atlases. Unfortunately, this is not possible, due to the different system used
for each regional atlas preparation. Sometimes, in the context of other research
projects, different maps have to be generated for specific dialectal studies [9]. The
same symbols are used for the phonetic transcriptions included in the Basarabia,
Nordul Bucovinei şi Transnistria atlas published by the Academy of Sciences of
Moldova. Also, it is only partially prepared using a specialized software tool.
Excepting the volumes of the MoldovaşiBucovina atlas, which are prepared
using a dedicated application able to generate the graphical symbols for all phonetic
phenomena combinations [1, 2], all the other atlases are prepared using specific
and limited fonts.
The paper proposes a new GIS (Geographic Information System) based
framework for the publishing system developed about ten years ago by researchers
from Institute of Computer Science and “A. Philippide” Institute of Romanian
Philology. Using the previous system, two printed volumes of Noul Atlas Lingvistic
Român pe Regiuni - Moldova şi Bucovina (The New Romanian Linguistic Atlas by
Regions - Moldavia and Bukovina, abrev. NALR-MB) were published (Fig. 1). The
most important issues of the previous work were linked to:
– information encoding – given the large number of variants, the Unicode
coding of characters was used prior to its becoming the implicit coding method
used by Windows operating systems;
– definition of data structures – 3 different dictionaries were used, locally
stored in files, without the possibility of concurrent operations;
– maps generation, editing and printing – a hard-coded map with predefined
location of included elements.
Some analysis instruments were also developed, including the synthetic maps
that present in a graphical manner the linguistic particularities in different geographical areas [1–3, 7, 8]. The software system was particularized for the case of
the NALR-MB. An attempt was made at adapting the system for the Crişana region.
A large number of system components were redesigned, including the linguistic
map, the most important component.
All these led to the idea of a GIS-based system for geographical data
manipulation and data storage in a relational database. The GIS-based system
allows increasing of the map design possibilities with higher interactivity, while
giving the user the possibility to choose the studied geographic area [12]. The most
common situations are those in which the linguistic map of multiple regions, the
entire country or reduced areas of a region must be generated. All these facilities
are obtained by exploiting the advantages of a GIS system.
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Fig. 1. Details from a linguistic map included in NALR-MB, vol. III. Source: component images
are captured from ALR-IIT application, designed by authors [1,2].

2. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
IN DIGITAL LINGUISTIC CARTOGRAPHY

The most important attribute of a GIS system is that it uses the geographical
position as a common factor, allowing interconnection of data and joint analysis of
information from different domains, including here geolinguistics and dialectology.
2.1. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS

GIS is defined as an information system which allows the acquisition, storage,
validation, integration, manipulation, analysis and visualization of data related to
various points on earth’s surface (geospatial data) [12]. A more complete definition
of GIS, starting from the fact that it integrates all the resources used for geospatial
data processing is: GIS is a coherent assembly of equipment, applications, people,
rules, information and methods used for the management of geographical-related
descriptive data, by correlating them with the topographical maps of the area [12].
A geospatial database integrates information from different sources and the association
to the geographical position allows reducing of redundancy, databases inter-connection
and – the most important advantage in our case – maps visualization with different
levels of details.
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The geospatial database includes: (1) the digital map – geometric description
(shape, position and size) of spatial objects in the studied area. Depending on their
type, spatial objects are organized in layers; (2) internal database – descriptive data
that specify the attributes of the objects included in the digital map. Each layer has
an associated table and each element in the map has an associated record in the
corresponding table; (3) external databases – other application-specific information
which does not correspond to a specific element in the map.
2.2. GIS IN GEOLINGUISTICS

One of the first GIS-based approaches in linguistic data management [6]
describes the application of quantitative spatial analysis and GIS functions to the
analysis of language data. As input data, the Linguistic Atlas of the Middle and South
Atlantic States was used in the analysis. The authors focused on the frequency of
the use of a word among a particular set of speakers. In [5] it is presented a review
of recent GIS applications in linguistics, including linguistic atlases, lexical and phonological surveys, and a sociolinguistic analysis. The authors conclude that integration
of GIS and linguistics requires the expertise of linguists and data processing and visualization skills of both disciplines. A GIS-based infrastructure for linguistics information
management is presented in [10]. It is one of the first operational Web-based platforms
that supports transparent and interoperable integration of all possible linguistic and
related data. It is also a platform dedicated for collaborative research in linguistics.
The portal is based on ArcGIS – one of the most used GIS infrastructures.
3. PROPOSED GIS-BASED APPROACH

In the next paragraphs, some issues related to the proposed GIS-based
linguistic information management system are presented. The geospatial database
contains mainly the map of the studied area and some identification and link
information in the internal database. The external database includes linguistic
information and a full sketch customizable description. For instance, only the
descriptions of the Moldova şi Bucovina atlas and of the Bucovina multimedia atlas
are included. In future, all maps descriptions will be added in the database using
the configuration facilities of the system.
3.1. GEOSPATIAL DATABASE

The connection between geographic and linguistic information is most obvious
in the linguistic maps, which represent the main content of linguistic atlases. In our
previous implementation, used to prepare two volumes of NALR-MB, the geospatial
database and its links to linguistic information were hard-coded, which rendered
difficult to implement any changes or re-design demands. Analysis of the already
implemented systems (devoted to the three atlases: Moldova şi Bucovina, Crişana
and Bucovina) showed that the graphical content of these maps may be classified
as (Table I):
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– page layout (Page) – which includes the size and location of the page title,
borders, page number, notes, etc.; the layout may vary, as it depends on the final
linguistic atlas requirements, consequently it should be re-designed for each particular
situation;
– linguistic map (LM) – including the studied area borders, location of main
cities, rivers, inquiry points and, the most important of all, location of the phonetic
transcriptions;
– synthetic maps (SM) – a reduced version of the linguistic map in which
common dialectal features of the spoken language are highlighted using colors and/
or hatches.
Table 1 contains all layers defined in previous implementations, their type
and, in the last three columns, their effective usage in different atlases.

Synthetic map

Linguistic map

Page Layout

Table 1
Layers used in linguistic maps preparation
Layers
Page_Limits
Page_Title
Page_Frame
Page_Title_Word
Page_Notes_Word
Page_Sketch_Number
Page_Notes
Page_Image
Page_Divider
LM_Border_Ext
LM_Border_Int
LM_River
LM_City_Name
LM_City
LM_Transcription
LM_Inquiry_Point
SM_Frame
SM_Profile
SM_Legend
SM_Border_Ext
SM_Border_Int
SM_Inquiry_Point
SM_River
SM_River_Name
SM_City
SM_City_Name

Type
polygon
polygon
polygon
polygon
polygon
polygon
polygon
polygon
polyline
polyline
polyline
polyline
polygon
point
polygon
point
polygon
polygon
polygon
polyline
polyline
point
polyline
polygon
point
polygon

Moldova_Bucovina
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Crişana
*
*
*
*

Bucovina
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

In the proposed approach, all layers included in the linguistic and synthetic
maps would be prepared using a GIS platform, using the standard shape format
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(Fig. 2). For easily handling, the page layout layers are prepared in GIS style, even
if they have not the geographic location as property. One should also notice that
information in the linguistic and synthetic maps is redundant and will be unified in
a single description. Different scaling and rendering options will allow obtaining of
the specific appearance of the two maps.

Fig. 2. GIS-based approach of linguistic maps. The Crişana and the Moldova şi Bucovina maps
are parts of the map of Romania. Source: component images are designed by authors
and taken over from NetSET Map application [11].

To allow a unified processing method of all Romanian linguistic atlases, we
propose to use a single map that includes all the required geographical elements for
all historical regions as a geospatial database. In contrast to a topographical map on
which all villages are present, in our map only the inquiry points are included. To
avoid the phonetic transcription overlapping in case of close inquiry points, in the
previous version of the system their positions were established in the map design
step. Even so, for aesthetical reasons, these positions were changed in the final editing
step. In the proposed system, the phonetic transcription positions are specified
relatively to the corresponding inquiry point position.
In the associated internal databases, specific information, such as: region
membership, name of the geographic feature and links to the information in the
external databases would be included.
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3.2. LINGUISTIC DATA STORAGE

In the previous version of the system, linguistic information is stored in three
dictionaries:
– title words dictionary – contains studied words description;
– inquiry points dictionary – contains inquiry points description;
– phonetic transcription dictionary – contains a record for each pair < title
word, inquiry point > including the phonetic transcription.
All information about the known meanings of the title word is encoded in the
corresponding dictionary, and inquiry point grouping mode based on similar
pronunciations particularities are encoded in the phonetic transcription dictionary.
Other linguistic map settings are hard-coded in the application.
In the proposed system, the linguistic information is stored in an external
database based on the MySQL database management system. The preliminary
version of the relational database “nalr” would contain the following main tables:
– Words table – description of all title words. The structure is similar to the
initially designed dictionary, except the images and sounds which are stored now in
separate tables.
– Word_meanings table – a record for each “meaning” associated to a title word.
– Multimedia table – all the audio/video recordings related to the title words
of the linguistic atlas.
– Images table – specifies the images associated to a title word.
– Inquiry_points table – description of all the inquiry points.
– Dictionary table – the main table of the database, containing all phonetical
transcriptions, foot notes and comments for each title word and for each inquiry point.
– Dict_meanings table – information about the “meanings” associated to a
title word, inquiry points where the “meaning” is used.
– Dict_groups table – used to define the inquiry points grouping criteria and
groups for each title word.
– Atlas_description – settings used to define the layout of maps included in
each atlas.
– Map_description – used to define the drawing settings for each map.
It must be noticed that this structure may be subject of further small changes,
depending on each regional atlas specific requirements.
3.3. OTHER ISSUES

The main components of the proposed system are: the database management
module and the map generation module.
The Database Management module is used for linguistic information editing.
The previous version of the system was developed concomitantly with linguistic
data collection, which is why the database is not well organized. The new approach
uses the existing data which will be exported in the nalr database. This work is in
progress as a stand-alone Windows application. A version of the database management
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module as Web application with client-server facilities is also considered. The first
option is still preferable as, during editing, phonetical transcription is displayed as
image, not as a string of characters, and a Windows control is anyway required for
this. As mentioned in [1] and [2], the phonetic transcription of the Romanian
language requires about 25,000 symbols, that are impossible to be designed as font
typefaces, so that a graphical generator is used to generate the image of each character.
The Maps Generator module will be used to generate linguistic maps in an
editable file format. The possibility to edit the phonetic transcriptions in database
directly on the map is also considered. This facility may help linguists to analyze
data end easily discover the geographic-related particularities of the language.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper describes a work in progress. The geodatabase was partially
prepared using the NetSET Map platform [11]. For instance only the Moldova şi
Bucovina, and the Crişana regions are detailed on the full map. The linguistic
information included in the previous version of the system is analyzed, in order to
more precisely define the structure of the external linguistic database.
The novelty of the proposed approach consists in using GIS facilities in
linguistic maps generation. The final goal is to create a standard model for all
Romanian linguistic atlases, allowing future quantitative analysis of geographic
variables which, depending on the inquiry conditions, may be correlated to diastratic
and diaphasic variables [4].
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